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Watch the videos from Google I/O 2009 »

Looking for Google Chrome?
Download Google Chrome

Explore the Google Chrome help center

Read information for web developers

Featured video

Careful! Extensions Can Bite!

Jul 22, 2009
Since we began work on an extensions
system for Chromium, we've received a lot of
positive feedback. While the system ...

Smaller is Faster (and Safer Too)

Jul 15, 2009
We have just started using a new

C

Join us in an open-source browser
project to help move the web forward

Chromium is the open-source project behind Google
Chrome. We're releasing a first look at Chromium and
invite you to join us in our effort to:

Help build a safer, faster, and more stable way for
all Internet users to experience the web

Create a powerful platform for developing a new
generation of web applications

Built for the open web

All of the code in the project is open source, including
V8, a new JavaScript virtual machine. You can get
Chromium's source code and contribute to the project.

Built by the web community

Join our developer discussion groups to learn about
Chromium and contribute to its future

Make Chromium better by finding bugs and filing
bug reports

Submit patches for known bugs

Ready to learn more? Read the documentation and
follow the Getting Started guide.
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chromium-discuss

Re: [chromium-discuss] Corrupted
Profile Causes google.com To Be
Unreachable

I suspect that the web server is actually
sending an empty response, possibly due to
some cookie state. Before you era...

socialized software page not
rendering

Hi all, I am trying to get this site [link] but the
page doesn't load or doesn't render in


